Queer Week Schedule

Monday - Who Am I? : Exploring Yourself
March 30
Launch Event ( Alcove C ) 12:30 - 1:30pm
Polyamory: Loving More, Loving Without Limits ( TCC 1867 ) 4:00 - 5:00pm
Pride: An Expression of Words - Poetry Slam ( Falcon's Nest ) 6:00 - 7:30pm

Tuesday - Be Yourself : International Trans* Visibility Day
March 31
Sex Ed. For All Orientations ( Alcove C ) 11:30- 1:00pm
Pronouns Workshop ( Oberkotter 1 ) 3:00 - 4:00pm
The Importance of Proper Pronoun Usage ( Oberkotter 1) 4:00 - 5:00pm
Keynote Speaker : Vanessa Gonzalez
Comedy Show and Lecture ( Alumnae Hall ) 6:00 - 7:30pm
Keynote Speaker : Jeffery Jay

Wednesday - Tell Me Your Story : Sharing Our Journeys
April 1
fACES of Cedar Crest ( TCC 1867 ) 11:00 - 12:00pm
In-Queer-y Panel ( TCC 1867 ) 12:00 - 1:00 pm
Being “Out” on the Job search ( TCC 1867 ) 2:00 - 3:00pm
Guest Speaker : Jenelle Henry
To Write Love On Her Arms ( Multicultural Center ) 6:00 - 8:00pm

Thursday - Rainbow Support : Inclusiveness For All
April 2
Fabulosity! : Showing Your Colors with Pride - Pride Parade
( starts at Performing Arts Hallway ) 12:00 - 1:00 pm
Love is All You Need - Movie Screening / Discussion
( Multicultural Center ) 1:00 - 2:00pm
Intersecting Identities ( Alcove C ) 4:00 - 5:00pm
Guest Speaker : Elena Navarro
Outthere Drag Show ( Samuels Theatre ) 9:45 - completion

Contact info. :
Kaylah Baylor
New Media major
krbaylor@cedarcrest.edu
Twitter: @fancy_panda4

Sponsored by :
OUTTHERE

Contribution of :
Mazzoni Center
Cedar Crest College
CCC

Prizes will be given out throughout the week during events